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Attacking

Organisation - Red diamond & Yellow diamond. Boys will be
asked to play around the diamond receiving on the back foot to
play to next person, Follow pass. Red diamond will start passing
to the left and the yellow diamond will pass to the right, then
swap after 5 mins. This will give the boys the chance to practice
with both feet. Added distraction that the diamonds cross so
there will be times when they will have the added challenge of
avoiding the other team.
Following on from the last time boys need to aim there passes
towards the receivers back foot so we can play quicker.
Coaching points
- Body position ( quicker into a good position to receive )
- Good positive 1st touch
- Weight & Accuracy of pass
- Triggers of movement

Diamond Warm Up (15 mins)

Organisation - Split into 2 groups, GK in goal if available. 4
Attackers and 2 Defenders. Diamond formation. Progression on
from mondays session, Player switches the ball to the LD or RD
who dribbles forward towards the def and recognises the need
to recycle the ball and build again. Once they have done this the
Base can play into the Top of Diamond. Once the TD has touched
the ball the defenders can then join the game creating a 4v2.
Coaching Points
Attackers
- Support play
- TD Drop to receive - Can you receive to play forwards
- Can you use a combination to create a goalscoring opp?
- Tempo of play
Defenders
- Stand players up - Dont go diving in
- Do you have to win the ball straight away ?

Playing into the Top of Diamond (25 mins)

Organisation - 6 players 1 GK, Boys are put into 3 seperate
pairs. 3 points for a goal, 2 points for an assist, 1 point if win the
ball as a def, 2 points for GK save. Combination between 2
teams both teams 5 points. Attacker and Defenders must stay
in the middle channel, Wide players can only stay in channel.
Boys have the decison Can either play as a 4v2 or a 2v2. Let
them work it out to get the most points.
Team A = Attackers
Team B = Wide players
Team C = Defenders

2v2 or 4v2 (25 mins)



Organisation - As we have the whole 3G will finish with a 7v7 so
the boys can get used to the new setup for the up and coming
season.

7v7 (20 mins)
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